An elastic network model to identify characteristic stress response genes.
Exposing eukaryotic cells to a toxic compound and subsequent gene expression profiling may allow the prediction of selected toxic effects based on changes in gene expression. This objective is complicated by the observation that compounds with different modes of toxicity cause similar changes in gene expression and that a global stress response affects many genes. We developed an elastic network model of global stress response with nodes representing genes which are connected by edges of graded coexpression. The expression of only few genes have to be known to model the global stress response of all but a few atypical responder genes. Those required genes and the atypical response genes are shown to be good biomarker for tox predictions. In total, 138 experiments and 13 different compounds were used to train models for different toxicity classes. The deduced biomarkers were shown to be biologically plausible. A neural network was trained to predict the toxic effects of compounds from profiling experiments. On a validation data set of 189 experiments with 16 different compounds the accuracy of the predictions was assessed: 14 out of 16 compounds have been classified correctly. Derivation of model based biomarkers through the elastic network approach can naturally be extended to other areas beyond toxicology since subtle signals against a broad response background are common in biological studies.